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Mission/background:
Catherine Gallant/DANCE was formed in 1999 when Ms. Gallant began
working with a consistent group of dancers, creating works ranging from solos
to large group dances. Ms. Gallant’s work often explores themes of chance,
doubt and the body as a source of comfort and torment. In addition to traditional
theatrical settings, Ms. Gallant has created works to be performed in train
stations, abandoned piers, rose bushes, in the middle of streets, in cemeteries,
at the beach, in soccer fields and on rooftops. Catherine Gallant/DANCE has
been seen at Danspace St. Mark's Dance Access, Figment Festival, Chashama,
GreenSpace, City Center Studios and at the 92nd Street Y Harkness Dance
Center. Since 2007 Catherine Gallant/DANCE has focused on non-traditional
sites for its work. The company's goals include cultivating new audiences for
dance and building an awareness of dance in the fabric of everyday life in both
urban and natural environments. After performing in traditional indoor venues, it
seems clear that true advocacy for this art form needs to include more
performance events which take place in the public arena where potential dance
audiences are waiting to be challenged and included in the vibrant exchange of
ideas through movement.
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Press quotes:
“Gallant has a personal movement style and
eccentricity in all the work that is unique, and
the tone is generally mournful with a graceful
flexibility. There are leaps, but not of joy, and
there are just a few moments of playfulness, but
this is an exciting and totally engaging work.
Julie Doyle’s costumes, literal and stylized,
dance with the dancers, and Miriam Crowe’s
lighting gives extra dimension to the work of this
outstanding troupe.”
Performing Arts INSIDER and lively-arts.com

In a riveting program, Catherine
Gallant/DANCE introduced the music of,
Lisa Bielawa, a recent recipient of the
Rome Prize. Bielawa had composed 15
short solo pieces, five of which were
danced by members of Gallant’s company.
Bielawa was inspired by Hemingway’s
famous six -word story, “For sale, baby
shoes, never used.” Gallant choreographed
each suite with the dancing soloist. A
brilliant conceit brilliantly conceived.
Berkshire Fine Arts

Ms. Gallant did create a convincing
sense of mystery in “Quantum
Uncertainty: Part 1” by having dancers
unexpectedly enter, exit, change speeds
and manipulate softly glowing boulderlike objects designed by Michael
Prettyman.
New York Times
Photos; Julie Lemberger and Whitney Browne
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Current project:
Escape from the House of Mercy is a
work which is influenced by historical
information about Inwood Hill Park where
the House of Mercy, a workhouse for
women and girls, once stood. This project
was originally presented with support from
the Partnerships for Parks (Inwood Parks
Grant), made possible by Columbia
University. Partnerships for Parks is a joint
program of City Parks Foundation and NYC
Parks.
Escape from the House of Mercy is a 21stcentury women's view of our social support
systems measuring both the ground gained
and the distance yet to be traveled. Leading this embodiment of buried stories are the eight
dancers of Catherine Gallant/DANCE. Costumes are by Ivana Drazic.
The House of Mercy was one of a number of institutions at Inwood Hill Park. These included
the Magdalen Asylum for unwed mothers (part of the Magdeline Laundry system run by the
Catholic Church in both Ireland and the US) and the
House of Rest for tuberculosis patients. The House of
Mercy was home for “abandoned and troubled women”,
in fact, it was closer to a workhouse or prison to which
most inhabitants were brought against their wills. Here a
young woman could be locked up for years for an offense
such as dancing in public or walking alone at night. In
1895 three girls managed to escape the institution on
whose walls were inscribed “I wish I was dead” and “God
help me get out”. This inhumane and demoralizing
treatment, in the guise of rehabilitation, was part of an era
when the rights of the poor, especially women, were
completely denied. Choreographer, Catherine Gallant
invites the audience to wonder why this invisible place
from the past is important now and how history connects
us to the present discussion regarding the rights and
privileges of women and disenfranchised people in the world.
Our goal is to reflect on the injustices of the past but also to focus on hopeful possibilities for
community engagement and support which celebrate the drive for social freedoms and
equity.
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Artistic Director – Catherine Gallant
Catherine Gallant, performer,
choreographer and teacher, has been
making dances over the last 30 years.
She has been teaching at PS 89 in
Manhattan since 1998 where she
explores dance with children using an
integrated approach to the arts which
includes the language of Laban
Movement Analysis and investigations
of dance across culture and history.
Catherine and her students appear in
the Emmy nominated PBS
documentary, PS DANCE. Ms. Gallant
served on the writing committee for the NYCDOE’s Blueprint for the Arts in
DANCE and is on the faculty of the Dance Education Laboratory. Ms. Gallant is
a graduate of the Boston Conservatory and holds an MFA in Dance from
Temple University. During the 1980’s Ms. Gallant was an apprentice with the
Limon Co. and appeared with Ze’eva Cohen and Dancers, Anna Sokolow, and
Muna Tseng. She is also a dance historian with a specialty in the art and
technique of Isadora Duncan. In 1989 she co-founded Dances by Isadora which
has performed for audiences around the world. She has received funding for her
work from the Harkness Foundation for Dance, the Lower Manhattan Cultural
Council the Bossak Heilbron Foundation, Arnhold Foundation, NYFA, City Parks
Foundation and the Foundation for Contemporary Arts.
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Education

Members of Catherine Gallant/DANCE are
both dance artists and educators committed
to collaboration in the creative process. Ms.
Gallant has led dance education workshops
nationally and internationally and finds this
work to be an important catalyst for driving
choreographic projects, growing audiences
and empowering diverse groups through
movement.

